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Abstract—In this paper, a single-body point absorber system
is analyzed to enhance its power absorption performance. The
wave energy converter consists of a single floating body coupled
to a direct-drive power takeoff system placed on the seabed. The
geometry of a cylindrical buoy with large draft is modified, ob-
taining a particular geometry that is used to enhance the power
absorption of the wave converter at a given site and at a finite
depth. A numerical analysis tool (NEMOH) is used to obtain the
buoy’s frequency-dependent hydrostatic parameters; in addition,
the buoy’s dimensions are parameterized to tune the natural fre-
quency of the oscillating system toward the frequency of dominant
incident waves, thus enhancing wave power absorption for a spe-
cific wave frequency range. Furthermore, the damping influence
of the power takeoff system on the performance of the wave energy
converter is also considered.

Index Terms—Point absorber, renewable energy, wave energy.

I. INTRODUCTION

I
N RECENT years, ocean wave energy has become in-

creasingly relevant to the global renewable energy outlook.

Among the renewable energy sources, ocean waves have a

higher power density than wind energy and they represent a

great energy source with less intermittency [1].

To harness energy from ocean waves, several wave energy

converters (WECs) have been developed by different institu-

tions and companies [3]–[8], and the European Marine Energy

Centre (EMEC), Stromness, U.K., has categorized these into

eight WEC types. These devices utilize different kinds of power

takeoff (PTO) systems to transform wave energy and are capable

of harvesting wave energy from the shoreline and from deeper

waters (offshore) [2], [3].

Due to their symmetry axes, point absorber and submerged

pressure differential devices are the only WECs capable of ex-

tracting wave energy from all directions. Therefore, they need

not be oriented toward incident waves. Furthermore, differential

pressure devices perform better in the presence of large wave

amplitudes and long wave periods, whereas point-absorber de-

vices perform better in ocean waves with small amplitudes and

short periods [12].
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Point absorbers are oscillating systems with axisymmetric

bodies; they obtain energy from the vertical displacement of

the water free surface. Physically, they are short in compari-

son to the incident wavelength (λ). These types of WECs are

characterized by a narrow bandwidth [13], [15], [16], and their

natural frequency does not usually coincide with the frequency

of dominant ocean waves [3], [7], [16]. Therefore, to provide an

optimum performance, the natural frequency of the oscillating

system must be in tune with the incident wave frequency [3],

[13], [15], [29]. Under resonance condition, the movement and

absorbed power of the WEC device are maximized.

A variety of control techniques have been proposed to en-

hance performance in point absorber WEC devices. The con-

trol objective of these techniques is to maximize the power

absorbed through an optimum phase condition, where buoy ve-

locity should be in phase with the exciting force of the incident

waves [3], [17]. A continuous phase control, known as reactive

power control, requires that the power flow of the PTO system

be reversed during some intervals of the WEC oscillating cy-

cle [15], [16]; as a drawback, the PTO system must be able to

supply energy to the oscillating system. As an alternative, sub-

optimal control methods are used to solve this inconvenience;

these methods belong to discrete control techniques and do not

need a reverse power flow in the PTO system. One of the most

widely used is latching control, that works as follows: When the

buoy velocity drops to zero, the buoy movement is held at its

maximum excursion by a clamping mechanism or a hydraulic

valve, and the buoy is released after a determined interval of time

[15]–[19], such that its velocity is sufficiently in phase with the

exciting force. However, latching control requires predicting

incident waves.

If the WEC is properly sized, WEC performance is enhanced

and the control requirements can be lowered. For this reason,

several studies have focused on analyzing various sizes and

shapes of floating bodies, with cylindrical, spherical, conical,

and hemispherical forms being the most common.

For a single-body point absorber system, it was reported that

a cylindrical buoy with a rectangular cross section provides a

greater power absorption than other cross sections [20]. To maxi-

mize buoy displacement and power absorption at resonance with

incident waves, Stelzer and Joshi [21] and Sjökvist et al. [22]

analyzed a cylindrical buoy with various drafts and diameters,

finding that as their size increases, their natural frequency is

displaced toward lower frequencies; this is also described in

[15]. Furthermore, the buoy’s hydrostatic parameters increase

as the water-plane area increases, whereas an increase in buoy
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draft increases the added mass but decreases radiation damp-

ing. Conical and hemisphere bottom shapes were analyzed in

[23] and [24], where main buoy diameter and buoy draft were

evaluated at different values. Their results show that a conical

bottom shape provides a better power absorption than a hemi-

sphere shape. A similar analysis is made in [25]; their results

show that a hydrodynamic buoy provides a lower added mass

and radiation damping.

If the WEC structure so permits, mechanical elements can be

added to adjust the natural frequency of the oscillating system.

In [23] and [26], a supplementary mass is utilized to add iner-

tia to the oscillating system, increasing absorption power. This

component is placed on a moving mechanism that couples the

buoy’s movement to the PTO system, whereas in [27] and [28]

an auxiliary mechanical system is utilized to provide an extra

mechanical load, tuning the system’s natural frequency. These

point-absorber WEC systems are placed on a structure above

the water surface, and the buoy is coupled to the PTO system

by a rigid pillar. Depending on the mechanism added, cost and

maintenance requirements could increase with this method.

In a two-body oscillating system, a floating body reacts to

a submerged body used as a reference. Usually, the dynamics

of both floating bodies are rigidly coupled by a hydraulic PTO

system that converts the wave energy from the relative motion

between both bodies [3], [9]–[11]. One drawback of hydraulic

PTO systems is a delay in the time response; this is not present

in direct-drive PTO systems. The two-body point absorber sys-

tem analyzed in [32] consists of a conical buoy attached to a

submerged water-mass vessel and a horizontal plate that pro-

vides a high inertia, which helps to reduce buoy size and tune

the system’s natural frequency, but reduces the exciting force.

The buoy’s heaving motion is damped by the hydraulic PTO

system, which absorbs the wave energy. Blanco et al. [33] sized

a two-body point absorber device that uses a direct-drive PTO

system, obtaining large values for both body dimensions.

To enhance power absorption capabilities in a point absorber

system, a single-body point-absorber WEC system was adapted

to operate as a two-body oscillating system by Uppsala Univer-

sity, Uppsala, Sweden [29], [30]; this system is also analyzed

in [31]. A neutrally buoyant spherical buoy is submerged be-

tween the primary floating body and the direct-drive PTO system

placed on the seabed. The second body adds inertia to the oscil-

lating system, shifting the natural frequency and increasing the

capture width ratio (CWR) of the WEC system. Both bodies are

placed at a determined distance to avoid hydrodynamic inter-

ference due to movement, requiring an increased water depth.

Furthermore, if the point absorber system is properly tuned to

incident waves, the required optimal PTO damping value can be

lowered [29].

Adding inertia to the oscillatory system helps to adjust its

natural frequency to dominant incident waves at the operation

site. This can be done by adjusting buoy dimensions (draft and

radius) to increase hydrostatic parameters; thus, a particular

buoy shape is used to enhance system performance at a specific

water depth, maximizing its power absorption.

Commonly, in a single-body point absorber system with a

direct-drive PTO system placed at seabed, a large buoy is used

to tune its natural frequency toward incident wave frequencies.

A buoy with a large draft and volume provides a small ampli-

tude of radiation damping with a narrow bandwidth. Therefore,

it is decided to reduce the buoy volume to increase its frequency

dependent hydrostatic parameters at a given water depth, im-

proving the performance of the oscillating system.

A buoy of cylindrical shape with large draft is modified to

reduce its volume, whereas the wetted surface is increased by

changing some parts of its geometry, obtaining a single buoy

with a shape similar to some two-buoy oscillating systems,

where a secondary object helps to increase system inertia. The

lower geometry is used to increase the added mass, as the radi-

ation damping amplitude is maintained as high as possible.

It is widely known that water depth and wave resources avail-

able at the installation site influence the WEC design. This af-

fects the buoy’s hydrostatic parameters and WEC performance;

therefore, a WEC device will not have the same performance

when placed in a site with a different water depth and sea states.

In most studies into WECs, sea states characterized by high-

amplitude, long-period waves are usually used. In this paper, a

single-body point-absorber system is designed to operate along

Mexican coastlines in the Pacific Ocean, where the sea states

are characterized by short-period waves and the wave energy

resource is low in comparison to other places around the world.

II. FREQUENCY DOMAIN MODEL

Linear wave theory is used to model the WEC. This theory

assumes that the free-surface displacement (η) is smaller than

the wavelength (λ), and that the wavelength is greater than the

buoy radius (rb). In addition, the effects of small waves, such

as diffraction, are neglected [14], simplifying system modeling

and analysis.

A point absorber can be modeled as an equivalent mass-

spring-damping system [36]; the device is restricted to moving

one degree of freedom on the z-axis. The dynamic equation of

the oscillating system is

mb z̈ = Fe + Fr + Fb + Fu (1)

where mb is the buoy mass, and the terms Fe , Fr , Fb , and Fu

correspond to the excitation force, radiation force, buoyancy

force, and an external force, respectively.

The excitation force is the force induced in the floating body

by incident waves. Buoyancy force is affected by a buoyancy

stiffness (Sb), composed of the buoy’s water-plane area (Awp),
water density (ρ), gravity acceleration (g), and buoy displace-

ment (z)

Fb = −ρ g Awpz = −Sbz. (2)

External forces included in the term Fu are represented as

a linear damping coefficient multiplied by the floating buoy

velocity (ż)

Fu = −Bu ż. (3)

The radiation force is defined by a radiation impedance

that is composed of a radiation damping (B3) and an added

mass (m3)

Fr = − [B3(ω) + iω m3(ω)] ż. (4)
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Radiation damping tends to zero as the frequency approaches

infinity or zero, whereas the added mass is finite in both limits.

These parameters are related to buoy motion in the water and

do not depend on incident waves.

Replacing the force terms (2–4) in (1) and rearranging the

equation gives the expression for the buoy’s vertical movement

z =
Fe

−ω2 [mb + m3(ω)] + iω [B3(ω) + Bu ] + Sl
. (5)

Stiffness Sl can include buoyancy stiffness (Sb) and moor-

age elements, and Bu is a damping due to an external system

(e.g., a PTO system). Dividing (5) by the wave amplitude gives

the response amplitude operator (RAO), which is a dimension-

less transfer function that describes the vertical displacement

of the device along the frequency range of incident waves. The

displacement velocity is [36]

ż = u =
Fe

B3(ω) + Bu + i [ω mb + ω m3(ω) − Sl/ω]
. (6)

Damping of the PTO system has an important effect on the de-

vice’s response in resonance. The useful power (average power

absorption) that an oscillating system can obtain from waves is

expressed as [22], [36]

Pa = 0.5ω2Bu |z|
2 = 0.5Bu |u|

2 . (7)

The absorbed power can be expressed in terms of radiation

damping and excitation force [20]

Pa =
|Fe |

2

8B3
−

∣

∣
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2B3

)
∣

∣

∣

∣

2
B3

2
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The power that the WEC device can absorb from waves can

be described by the CWR, obtained by dividing the average

absorbed power by the incident wave power multiplied by the

buoy capture width

CWR = Pa/Jd. (9)

Where the incident wave power is defined by water depth (h),
wave number (k), waveheight (H), and wave frequency (ω) [36]

J =
ρg2A2D(kh)

4ω
=

ρg2H2

16ω

[

1 +
2kh

sinh (2kh)

]

tanh (kh) .

(10)

Theoretically, the maximum absorbed power of an oscillating

system is equal to Pmax = Jλ/2π, and the maximum absorption

width (dmax) is defined as the ratio between Pmax and J [1], [36]

dmax = λ/2π. (11)

III. ANALYSIS OF THE BUOY GEOMETRY

The WEC’s design has a profound influence on system perfor-

mance, and the floating body dimensions (length and draft) and

the water depth at the installation site affect its hydrostatic coef-

ficients (added mass, radiation damping, and excitation force).

Additionally, the WEC’s design includes the influence of a PTO

system, the restrictive elements, and the wave climate at a spe-

cific location to provide a good performance [2].

TABLE I
WAVE CHARACTERISTICS AND BUOY DIMENSIONS

To analyze the performance of the oscillating system, it is

necessary to obtain the frequency-dependent hydrostatic param-

eters of the floating body. There are several specialized software

programs for calculating hydrostatic coefficients of a particular

geometric model; a comparison between WAMIT and NEMOH

software is carried out in [37], showing a good agreement be-

tween them. Open source software NEMOH is used in this paper.

This numerical tool uses the boundary element method (BEM)

to compute the first-order wave loads on offshore structures

(added mass, radiation damping, and wave forces) [38].

The WEC sizing process begins with the selection of wave

parameters at a particular site. In this paper, the WEC device is

placed at a water depth of 25 m, with a waveheight of 1 m (0.5 m

wave amplitude) and wave periods ranging from 4 to 6 s. These

wave parameters are associated with some sites along Mexican

coasts in the Pacific Ocean [35].

It is known that dominant wave periods at the WEC operation

site influence the buoy diameter selection; in a point absorber

device, buoy diameter has an impact on power absorption—as

buoy radius increases, power absorption rises [23]. Buoy radius

is related to WEC absorption width and is calculated from (11)

for each representative wave period (see Table I).

First, considering a typical cylindrical buoy and wave periods

from 4 to 5 s, the buoy’s diameter is selected as the average value

of the absorption width related to both wave periods, resulting

in a buoy diameter of 5 m. Analysis of the buoy’s geometry is

carried out for 40 angular frequencies in a range from 0.05 to

4 rad/s, and the draft length is evaluated in a range from 0.5 to

2 m. Hydrostatic parameters are shown in Fig. 1.

Draft has a crucial influence upon radiation damping; as the

draft rises, the radiation damping amplitude decreases and tends

to zero at lower frequencies, whereas the excitation force de-

creases its amplitude along the frequency band; this behavior is

also shown in [23].

In a single-body point-absorber WEC, composed of a floating

body directly coupled to a direct-drive PTO system placed on the

seabed, wave movement is directly transferred to a linear electric

generator suitable for use in point-absorber systems to avoid the

use of gearboxes or similar elements that convert translational

motion into rotary motion [34]. Generator dynamics are not

taken into account, and their influence on the WEC systems is

represented by a constant damping value.

A PTO damping value of 20 kN · s/m is used to determine

WEC performance; this damping value is related to a 10-kW

linear generator moving at 0.7 m/s [39]; additionally, a restoring

coefficient (ks) of 5 kN/m is used.
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Fig. 1. Hydrostatic coefficients of a cylindrical buoy with different draft
length. 2.5-m buoy radius, 25-m water depth.

Fig. 2. RAO and absorbed power, 25-m water depth, 2.5-m cylindrical buoy
radius.

The buoy’s RAO and the absorbed power, obtained from

(5) and (7), are shown in Fig. 2. A smaller draft provides a

wider bandwidth, while a bigger draft reaches a higher absorbed

power with a narrower frequency range. If the floating body

provides a smaller radiation damping, the ability of the WEC

device to radiate waves is decreased and the WEC’s bandwidth

is narrowed. The volume of the cylindrical buoy increases as it

draft rises; therefore, buoy mass and system inertia also increase.

In addition, the system’s natural frequency is shifted toward

smaller frequencies.

To enhance buoy performance in wave energy absorption, and

based on two-body oscillating systems, in which a second object

Fig. 3. Some changes made on the buoy sections.

Fig. 4. (Left) Parameterized buoy geometry. (Right) Single-body point-
absorber WEC system.

adds inertia to the oscillating system, a buoy with cylindrical

shape is modified in this paper by changing some parts of its

lower geometry.

To increase the added mass and maintain the radiation damp-

ing as high as possible, a cylindrical geometry is divided into

three sections, as shown in Fig. 3. The top geometric section is

maintained cylindrical, having a rectangular cross section near to

the water-free surface and keeping a constant water-plane area,

related to absorption width of the point-absorber WEC. How-

ever, several changes were made to the middle section, from

reducing its radius to using conical shapes. The shape of the

bottom was also modified, beveling its edges and changing its

bottom from a flat to a semihemispherical shape. After analyz-

ing the hydrostatic parameters of different geometrical combi-

nations, the buoy geometry shown in Fig 4 provided a better im-

provement of the frequency dependent hydrostatic parameters.

Using a parameterizing process, buoy dimensions are evalu-

ated using different values to tune the natural frequency of the

oscillatory system to a frequency within the range of signifi-

cant incident waves. The upper section is maintained as short as

possible, but long enough to keep the buoy in contact with the

water surface while moving under resonance conditions. The

second section is composed of a tubular geometry that connects

the top and bottom structures; the smallest possible radius is
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Fig. 5. Hydrostatic parameters for different radius values of the lower buoy
geometry (r1 ).

selected to reduce its influence on radiation damping while still

providing sufficient structural support. The third section, with a

semihemispherical bottom, helps to increase the added mass; but

also has a significant influence on radiation damping. Therefore,

its dimensions must be selected to maintain radiation damping

as high as possible, as buoy performance is enhanced for the

specified frequency range.

The diameter of the top section is maintained at 5 m. In the

second section, length h1 is evaluated in a range from 2 to 4 m,

and its radius is evaluated in a range from 0.5 to 1 m; in the third

section, height hm is evaluated from 0.4 to 0.8 m and its radius

r1 is varied from 0.5 to 2 times the buoy radius (rb). Hydrostatic

coefficients are calculated in NEMOH software, buoy geometry

is discretized into 4956 nodes and 1829 panels.

Analyzing the buoy parameters, it can be observed that if the

radius of the third section is smaller than that of the top buoy

section (r1 < rb), then the hydrostatic coefficients maintain a

certain balance; i.e., the added mass increases if r1 ≥ rb , but

radiation damping and excitation force decrease considerably.

The best radius value for the bottom geometry (r1) is determined

to be in a range from 0.7 to 0.8 times the radius of the top

geometry (rb), Fig. 5.

The radius selected for the second buoy section is 0.5 m; a

larger radius considerably affects the radiation damping ampli-

tude and the range of frequencies at which it tends to zero. After

sizing, the oscillating system is tuned to an undamped natural

frequency of 1.48 rad/s approximately, corresponding to a wave

period of 4.22 s.

The proposed modified buoy (MB) is compared to three cylin-

drical buoys with uniform cross sections (fixed radius) and draft

lengths from 2 to 4 m, called C1, C2, and C3, respectively; these

buoys are used as a reference and its parameters are shown in

TABLE II
BUOY PARAMETERS

Fig. 6. Hydrodynamic coefficients; comparison between cylindrical buoys
with different drafts and the MB.

Table II. Fig. 6 shows a comparison between the frequency-

dependent hydrostatic parameters. The MB provides a higher

added mass; although this buoy has a larger draft in comparison

with the 2-m draft cylindrical buoy C1, its radiation damping

reaches a similar maximum amplitude and remains there for a

wider frequency range.

A cylindrical three-meter draft buoy places the system’s nat-

ural frequency in the incident-wave frequency range. Never-

theless, displacement and power absorption reach lower ampli-

tudes at a narrower bandwidth than with the proposed buoy (see

Fig. 7).

With the proposed geometry, buoy movement is approxi-

mately 1.84 times the wave amplitude at resonance frequency

and reaches an absorbed power amplitude of approximately

70 kW/m2 ; whereas buoy displacement is approximately 1.58

times the incident wave amplitude with the cylindrical buoy

C2, with a maximum power of approximately 55 kW/m2 . In

addition, the MB has a lower volume, mass, and weight.

A cylindrical 4-m draft buoy reaches a power magnitude of

65.4 kW/m2 with a narrower bandwidth, and the system is tuned
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Fig. 7. RAO and absorbed power, PTO damp. 20 000 kg/s. Comparison be-
tween cylindrical buoys with different drafts and the MB.

TABLE III
BUOY DIMENSIONS AND CHARACTERISTICS

to a lower frequency value; therefore, some required incident-

wave frequencies are outside the bandwidth.

Additionally, the main buoy diameter (rb) is increased from

5 to 6 m and the buoy geometry is parameterized again. As a

result, buoy dimensions are reduced, decreasing buoy draft. Ta-

ble III gives the dimensions of the buoy geometry after parame-

terization and buoy performance at three different wave periods.

In a direct-drive PTO system, PTO damping depends on the

electric load fed by the electric system. This damping affects

the WEC’s ability to capture wave energy [39], [40]; therefore,

if a control scheme is used in the PTO system, an adequate

damping value could be useful for defining a reference signal

to track and enhance WEC performance during operation.

Furthermore, if a three-phase load connected at the generator

terminals produces high currents in the armature winding,

it develops high damping values, whereas a lower current

produces low damping values [41]. PTO’s damping influence

on the system performance is analyzed using 19 damping

values, ranging from 10 to 100 kN·s/m.

Considering the MB with diameters of 5 and 6 m, a maximum

absorbed power is reached when the PTO system provides a

damping value of 15 kN·s/m in buoy MB1 and 20 kN·s/m in

buoy MB2 ; corresponding to peak power values of about 73.89

Fig. 8. Absorber power of the MB. (Above) 2.5-m radius, (below) 3-m radius.

Fig. 9. CWR, incident wave amplitude of 0.5 m. (Above) Buoy radius 2.5 m,
(below) Buoy radius 3.0 m.

and 71.56 kW/m2 , respectively. At these damping values, the

WEC system has a narrower bandwidth (see Fig. 8). With larger

damping values, the bandwidth is increased and the absorbed

power amplitude is lowered.

Considering wave periods of 4 and 5 s, the absorbed power

amplitudes are approximately 43.5 kW/m2 at both wave periods

when buoy MB1 has an external damping value of 30 kN·s/m.

In buoy MB2 , the external damping value required is 40 kN·s/m

and the absorbed power is approximately 50 kW/m2 at both

points.

Buoy absorption efficiency is described by the CWR, which

differs from converter device efficiency, obtained using (9), and

the wave energy is calculated by expression (10), for a wave

amplitude of 0.5 m. Fig. 9 shows the influence of PTO damping

on the point absorber’s CWR for both buoy diameters.
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As PTO damping increases, the CWR decreases. For a PTO

damping of 60 kN·s/m, buoy MB1 has a CWR peak value of

100%, while the maximum value for buoy MB2 is approximately

110%. If PTO damping is fixed at 40 kN·s/m, buoy MB1 pro-

vides a CWR greater than or equal to 100% in a frequency

range from 1.2885 to 1.5773 rad/s; the corresponding wave pe-

riods are 4.8764 and 3.9835 s. For buoy MB2 , the frequency

range is from 1.3191 to 1.6002 rad/s and the wave periods are

4.7632 and 3.9265 s, respectively.

IV. CONCLUSION

A single-body point-absorber wave-energy converter is ana-

lyzed in frequency domain. For a finite water depth, a particular

buoy geometry was dimensioned by analyzing its frequency-

dependent hydrostatic parameters and the WEC performance in

frequency domain, making it possible to define which buoy di-

mensions enhance hydrostatic parameters, thus improving WEC

performance at finite water depths for a given sea state. Defini-

tion of the proposed buoy shape is based on two-body oscillating

systems, and its dimensions were parameterized to tune the nat-

ural frequency of the oscillating system, improving its power

absorption capability. In comparison with a large-draft cylindri-

cal buoy with the same radius, the MB has a lower volume and

mass. Moreover, it provides a higher added mass and radiation

damping with a wider bandwidth.

Hydrostatic parameters are enhanced if the lower buoy radius

(r1) value is in a range from 0.7 to 0.8 times the buoy’s main

radius (rb). Thus, added mass, radiation damping, and excitation

force are maintained as high as possible for a large-draft buoy.

Furthermore, the damping influence of the PTO system on the

WEC performance is analyzed using several damping values, al-

though the dynamic of the PTO system is not considered. Damp-

ing analysis allows determining an adequate damping value that

can be used as a reference signal in a control scheme to enhance

power absorption.

A further analysis can be made to evaluate viscous losses to

the oscillating system due to the drag force related to the buoy

geometry used.
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